12 May 2010

Darwin Festival Schools Program Launched

The organisers of the Darwin Festival today launched a new program giving more local school classes the opportunity to experience the festival.

Minister for Education and Training, Chris Burns, congratulated the Darwin Festival on their new initiative.

“The Darwin Festival Schools Program will give teachers and students access to a range of interesting performances and events,” Dr Burns said.

“Entry for students to the Schools Program festival events will be discounted and materials will be available for teachers to incorporate into their lessons.

“This is a terrific and fun initiative for give students and teachers, as well as giving them access to new interesting activities and events as part of their learning at school.

Tickets for students will be discounted and will apply to eight Festival events.

The Darwin Festival launched the new program today and previewed events part of it to give teachers enough time to incorporate the upcoming events into their lesson plans.

For more information on the Darwin Festival Schools Program visit www.darwinfestival.org.au

Contact: Nicole Manison 0448 693 279